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PREFACE 
The pressing need to I:lurvey and manage the earth's resources and environment, to better understand remotely 
sensible phenomena, to continue teclmoloj!;ical development, and to improve management systems are all elements 
of a future I!~~rth Resources System. The Space Shuttle brings a new capability to Earth Resources Survey including 
direct observation by experienced earth sCientists, qV';::l< reaction capabil:ity, spaceborne facilities for experimenta-
tion and sensor evaluation, and more effective mcans for launching and serVicing long mission life space systems. 
The Space Shuttle is, however, only one element in a complex system of data gathering, transh·tion, distribution 
and utilization functions. While the Shuttle most decidedly has a role in the total Earth Hesom'celi Program, the 
central qucl:ltion is the form of the future Earth Resources system itself. It is only by allaIY7.in~ this form and 
accounting for all clements of th(' system that the. propel' role of the Shuttle in it can be mane vil:lible. 
This study, entitled 'fERSSE, Total Earth Resources SYl:ltem for the Shuttle Era, was establislwd to im'estigate the 
form of this future Earth Hesources System.l\lost of the constituent system clements of the future EH system and 
the key issues which concem the futul'e ER program are both complex and interrelated in nature. The purpose of 
t!lis study has been to investigate these items in the context of the total system utilizing a rlgorous, comprchensive, 
systems oriented methodology. 
The rcsultR of this study are reported in eight separate volumes plus an Executive Summary; their titles are: 
Volume 1 Earth Resources Program Scope and Information Needs 
Volume 2 An Assessment of the Current state-of-the-Art 
Volume 3 l\1ission and System Hequirements for the Total Earth Resources System 
Volume 4 The Hole of the. Shuttle in the \Earth Hesources Program 
Volume 5 Det..'tiled System Requirements: Two Case Studies 
Volume 6 An Early Shuttle Pallet Concept for the Earth Resources Program 
I Volume 7 User Models: A System Assessment 1 
Volume 8 User's Mission and System Requirement Data 
Executive Summary. 
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BACKGROUND 
User models were identified early in the TERSSE study as a system element; the development of which was critical 
to system progress. The treatment of user models in the state-of-the-art assessment (reported in Volume 2) was 
necessarily brief and contextual. At the completion of that effort, several members of the study team refocus sed 
on the user model question for four weeks in order to develop a greater understanding of the nature of this system 
element and the role that it plays in total system operation. A briefing on the results of this work was made to JSC 
personnel on 28 September 1973. The charts used in the briefing are reproduced in this volume as a stand-alone 
discussion of user models. 
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USER MODELS: A SYSTEM ASSESSMENT 
We have chosen to include in the definition of user models any explicit process or procedure used to transform 
information extracted from remotely-sensed data into a form directly useful as a resource management information 
input. Merely reformatting or plotting information does not constitute user modelling, nor do all applications of 
remotely-sensed data require user models. But a Significant fraction of applications do not permit the direct use 
of extracted information (such as acreage) but require the additional transformation of it, in conjunction with 
ancillary data to produce the final TERSSE output (such as a forecasted production level). 
As such, user models form the interface between the TERSSE and the resource managers whom it serves. Models 
are not only the information interface but are also technological and operations interfaces. Technological because 
they are the "translator" between the system designer (who is accustomed to talking in terms of multispectral 
signatures or satellite characteristics) and the resource manager (who is accustomed to talking in terms of 
economics or his particular earth science~ Models are the operations "translator" because they are the final 
functional step in the process of operating satellites and ground systems in synchronization with the resource 
manager's information needs schedule. 
The current situation in user models is that, with a few exceptions, the remote-sensing community occasionally 
discusses the need for a model but it is so far downstream from his favorite or immediate problem that only the 
vaguest of definitions is provided. The resource management bpecialists, on the other hand, are conducting a 
truly amazing amOlmt of research into mathematical models of a wide variety of resource management processes. 
Alas, this research for the most part does not acknowledge the existence much less exploit the technology of remote 
sensing. 
The study team has recommended that the development of appropriate user models be given the same type (not to 
say level) of attention now afforded to sensors or any other system element. User model development requires 
focus ahd attention if applications systems are to become a mature reality. 
The foregoing recommendation constitutes a management challenge. We know relatively well how to bring a new 
sensor into the inventory, but methodologies for developing user models are nonexistent, Questions arise such as 
"does the forCing function lie with the resource manager or NASA?" or "how shOUld the steps of model development 
be synchronized with sensor or preprocessing system development?" We feel that the first steps to answer the 
challenge should be a joint NASA/user study of the problem with the specific objective of developing guidelines and 
management strategies for a systems approach to user model development. 
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USER MODELS: WHY ARE THEY OF INTEREST? 
I N TOTAL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT: 
• TO VERIFY UTILITY OF REMOl£ SENSING FOR SPECIFIC 
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS 
• TO DETERMINE OPERATIONAL ERS SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
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• MODELS ARE INDEED THE POTENTIAL TRANSLATOR BElWEEN THE SYSTEM 
AND MANY OF I TS USERS 
• THE FIELD OF MODELLING IS RICH WITH EFFORT BUT MOST MODEL 
DEVELOPMENT CURRENTLY INVOLVES RESOURCE SPECIALISTS WITH 
NO REMOTE SENSING SYSTEMS ORIENTATION 
• NASA I S I NVOLVED I N MODEL DEVELOPMENT, BUT THE EFFORT APPEARS 
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PROPOSED ACTIVITY 
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• USER MODEL WORKSHOP 
- TOTAL SYSTEM FOCUS 
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OUTPUT: 
SOURCE: 
REMOTE SENS I NG: 
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AR I D LAND EROS ION Ws IUE 
PREDICTION OF EROSIO~ DUE TO ALl£RNATIVE 
GRAZI NG, FLOOD CONTROL AND LAND 
.DEVELOPMENT POLICIES 
USGS/ERTS INVESTIGATION (NO MODELING. 
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UNDERWAY) 
MEAS UREMENT OF TOPOGRAPHY, EROS ION, 
METEOROLOGY, LAND DEVELOPMENT 
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ARID LAND EROSION 
• Combination of climatic changes, grazing practices is causing loss of 
vegetation cover in arid regions (S. Arizona) which leads to major 
erosional changes of regional topography, land suitability. 
• Model needed for translating measureab1e conditions of region into 
predictions to assess alternative regulation strategies for grazing, 
flood control facility construction, land development. 
• Morrison/Cooley (USGS) in the investigative mode, under ERTS spon-
sorship. Currently mapping, developing understanding of contribution of 
remote sensing. Quantitative understanding stated as good, but no 
modelling effort under way. 
• Remote sensing potential exists for measuring topology erosion, 
meteorology and land development. 
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OPTIMUM SHIP ROUTING 
.BEST ROUlE TO MIN.IMIZE TRANSIT TIME, 
Ells lUi 
FUEL CONSUMPTION AND MAXIMIZE SAFETY 
FOR SEA CONDI-TlONS AND SHIP PERFORMANCE 
U. S. NAVY (et al. ) 
HEIGHT AND ~IRECTION OF WAVES, 
METEOROLOGY 
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OPTIMUM SHIP TRACK ROUTING 
• The problem is to determine the. optimum route for a ship between 
two ports. The optimum route is the one that minimizes transit 
time. while maximizing the safety of the passengers and cargo. 
• The Model is needed for derivation of necessary corrections to 
great circle (or minimum distance) route to account for projected 
sea surface roughness, direction of waves, and sailing characteris-
tics of ship in question. . 
• Navy has implemented early model in the late 1950's. Many mathematical 
refinements fot" calculation of minimum transit route and for calcula-
tion of projected sea surface conditions have been and are still being 
introduced by several research groups. 
• Remote Sensing has pote~tial for: 
(1) Direct measurement of wave heights and direction. This 
potentially could obviate necessity for a large uncertain 
calculation of these parameters from surface wind data which 
suffer from many data sparse areas over the oceans. 
(2) Direct measurement of surface winds over ocean areas - par-
ticularly important in tropics. 
25 
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FI GURE 5 
RANGE OF E FOR TYPICAL HEIGHT VALUES 
Range of 1<: .jN E Av. Ht. Sig. Ht. Av. 1/10 Ht. 
.008-.OIL ____ 
.18 .03 .32 .5 .65 
.06-.19.-______ 
.35 . 12 .62 1.0 1. 26 
.19-.38 _______ 
.53 .28 .94 1.5 1. 91 
.38-.04 _______ 
.71 .50 1. 26 2.0 2.56 
.64-.94 _______ 
.88 .77 1. 56 2. 5 3.17 
.94-1.54 ______ 1: 01; 1. 12 I. 88 3 3. 82 
1.54-2.53 _____ 1. 41 I. 911 2. 50 -1 5.08 
2.53-3.76 _____ I. 77 3.13 3 .. 13 5 6. 37 
3.76-5.29 _____ 2. 12 4.49 3.75 6 7.63 
5.29-7.02 _____ 2. 47 6. to 4.37 7 8.89 
7.02-9.00 _____ 2. 83 8. 01 5.01 8 10.2 
9.00-11.3 _____ 3.18 10.1 5. (;3 !l 11.4. 
11.3-15.L ____ 3.53 12.5 6. 25 10 12.7 
15.1-21.L ____ 4.24 18.0 7.50 12 15.3 
21.1-28;1 _____ 4. 05 24. 5 8. 76 14 17.8 
28.1-36. L ____ 5. liS 31. !) 10.1 16 20.3 
36.1-45.0 _____ 6. 31i 40.4 It. 3 18 22.9 
45.0-60.4 _____ 7. 08 50. 1 12.5 20 25. 5 
60.4-84.5 _____ 8 . .J8 71. !l 15.0 24 .30.5 
84.5-112 ______ II. 8!J !I 7. 8 .17:8 28 35.6 
112-144 ______ II. 3 128 20.0 32 40. 7 
144-180 ______ 12.7 IIi! 22. 5 36 45.7 
180-225 ______ t4. I 199 25. 0 40 50 .. 8 
225-282 ______ 15.9 253 28.1 45 57.2 
282-346 ______ 17.7 313 31. 3 50 63.7 
346-412 ______ J!1.4 376 31.3 55 69. 8 
412-488 ______ 21. 2 44!J 38.8 60 76. 3 
488-571- _____ 23.0 529 40. 7 65 82.8 
571-702~ _____ 24.7 610 43. 7 70 88.9 
702-900 ______ . 28.3 801 50.1 80 102 
900-1,]2!'-- ___ 31.8 1,010 56. 3 90 114 
1,129-1,376 ___ 35.3 1.250 62. 5 100 127 
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AIR POLLUTION MODEL 
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,/,/ 
Ws lUi 
FORECAST OF AI R POLLUTION D ISTRI BUTI ON 
MODELS UNDER DEVELOPMENT CONSIDER MANY 
SOURCES AND WIND TRANSPORT 
MEASUREMENT OF DISTRIBUTION OF POLLUTION 
(RELI EV I NG REQU I REMENTS FOR DYNAM I C 
MODELING) 
\ 
34 
• The purpose is to forecast the concentration distribution 
of atmospheric pollution within an urban and/or industrial 
region. 
• The Model is needed to account for the multitude of sources, 
source types, pollutant types, meso and micro-meteorological 
conditions that influence the future concentration of air 
pollution coinciding with population centers, i'mpacting in-
dustrial facilities and activities, and affecting surrounding 
agricultural areas. 
• Mode~s are.b~ing developed to simulate observed pollutant dis-
perslons glvlng some array of sources and source types. To 
simulate meso-meteorological processes in urban areas and 
pollutant transport; also air pollution control strategy model-
ing is under way. 
• Potential exists for direct measurement by remote sensing of 
detailed 3-dimensional pollutant distributions, thus eliminat-
ing complicated atmospheric diffusion calculations. 
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MAJOR ELEMENTS OF AN A I R-POLLUTI ON 
CONTROL DECISION MODEL SYSTEM 
REGIONAL SCENARIO 
• DEMOGRAPHIC 
r----I • SOURCE! RECEPTOR INVENTORY 
• LAND USE 
• IlEGIONAL BOUNDARIES 
REGIONAL --I 
MElEOROLOGICAL I- PREDICTED SUB-REGIONrl ~ CONTROL DEVICE 
DATA POLLUTANT GROUND • 
COST I EFFECTIVENESS 
LEVEL CONCENTRATIONS I-- DECIS ION BASIS 
TERRAIN 
-f POLLUTANT I CONTROL FEATURES TRANSPORT STRATEGY I TACTICS 
MODEL . DECIS ION 
MODELS I-- AVAILABLE COOTRCl. 
SOURCE OPTIONS 
INPUT FROM EMISSION 
OTHER REGIONS TRANSFORMA-
ABATEMENT 
TlONS OBJECTlV~S 
OBTAINABLE TOTAL 
CONCENTRATION STRATEGIES ABATEMENT 
* POS SIBLE TYPES 
GROUND LEVEl I 
DISTRIBUTION 
I OPTIMAL I 
AND TACTICS COSTS 
MULTIPLE SOURCE DISPENSION MODELS 
NUMERICAL ADVECTION - DIFFUSION SIMULATION MODELS 
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SOURCE: 
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GREAT LAKES ICE FORECASTS 1lPs lUi 
DETERMI NATION OF ACCESS I BIUTY OF SHI PPI NG 
CHANNELS AND PORTS 
IFYGL STUDY 
ICE COVER AND THICKNESS, WATER AND 
GROUND TEM~ERATURES, WATER CURRENTS AND 
ROUGHNESS 
\ 
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GREAT LAKES ICE FORECASTS 
• The problem is to forecast the status of the ice cover on the 
Great Lakes. in order to advise shipping interests as to the 
accessibility of a specified port or the navigability of the 
channels. 
• The model provides a practical means. to empirically integrate 
routine ice observations with meteorological measurements and 
measurements of the physical characteristics of the lakes and 
the near··l ake shore to produce a forecast of the nav; ':Jabi 1 ity 
of the shipping channels. 
• The problem is being studied as part of IFYGL (International 
Field Year on The Great Lakes). Mechanical systems for pre-
vention of ice formation are being developed. 
• The Winter Navigation Board has been established (River - Harbor 
Act of 1970) to conduct a Winter Navigation Program to study and 
test the feasibility of extending the navigation season for the 
Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence Seaway. 
Program Features 
- Ship voyages beyond normal season 
- Observation and surveillance of ice conditions 
and ice forces. 
- Environmental and e:ological investigations 
- Technicai data on vessel design 
Ice control facilities 
- Aids to navigation 
Physical model studies 
- Coordinated collection and dissemination of key 
weather info to shippers. 
• Measurement of ice cover thickness, water surface temperature, 
ground surface temperature, water surface roughness, currents 
can potentially be made by remote sensing. 
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FOREST YIELD MODELS 
• The problem is to predict or estimate .the volume of mel'ehantable 
timber in stands in forest areas. Both estimates of currGnt timber 
volume and predictions of future volume are required. Both the U. S. 
Forest Service and lumber companies are interested in these yield 
estimates--the Forest Service because stand yield is a factor in U. S. 
forest management which the U. S. Forest Service is charged with and 
the lumber companies because of the impact of stand yield on harvest-
ing plans and thus profits. 
• . A number of forest yield models, all designed for ground data input 
have been devised and are currently in use by both USFS and private 
companies. Langley's multistage forest yield model is unique in that 
it was designed specifically for remote sensing input and large area 
stirvey--it is currently being tested. 
• Remote sensing plays a crucial role in providing inputs to Langley's 
multistage forest yield model. Acreages of species of trees and tree 
stands are used. Estimates of tree height and/or basal area may be 
obtained from remote sensing--research is currently underway to 
understand how to obtain these parameters. 
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LOCATIONS OF FISHING AREAS WITH HrGH 
PROBABILITY OF FISH CONCENTRATIONS 
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MIGRATORY FISH LOCATION 
• Problem is to predict or delineate likely areas for fish in oceanic 
and coastal waters. Both NOAA and commercial fishing companies are 
interested in delineating likely areas so that the fishing fleet 
can be directed to areas where probability of success is maximized. 
• Conceptual models were being developed under NOAA sponsorship. No 
operational use of models now except empirically by fishing fleet 
operators. 
• Remote sensing ideally suited to delineation of temperatures and 
temperature frqnts and of fronts in clear weather. 
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CROP YI ELD MODELS Ws lUi 
OUTPUT: STATISTICAL ESTIMATE OF HARVEST VOLUME BY 
CROP SPECIES 
USERS: AGRI BUS INESS - HARVEST STRATEGY 
PROCESSORS - BUYING STRATEGY 
US DA - POll CY AND STATUTORY 
REMOlE SENSING: TO ESTIMATE ACREAGES, BIOMAss, CATASTROPHIC 
FACTORS 
TYPICAL MODEL WITH RS: CALIFORNIA RAIS IN MODEL 
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CROP YIELD MODELS 
• Problem is to estimate the yield of important agricultural crops on a 
periodic bas'is or to obtain quick estimates of pre-harvest yield to 
plan harvesting strategy. Both USDA, agribusiness, and food processors 
are interested 'in the former, USDA for statutory reasons and agri-
business and food processor for determining marketing and buying 
strategy. Agribusiness interested in the latter. 
• Operational models based on stratified sampling and periodic introduction 
of more ground collected information are now in use at USDA-SRS for 
estimating monthly forecast crop yield. Some operational sampling models 
(e.g., California Raisin Survey) are currently conducted using remote 
sensing data and paid for by agribusiness. Research on new models being 
funded by USDA-SRS, and being studied by NASA-JSC (wheat). 
• Remote sensing can impact yield models, especially to provide estimates 
of productive acreage of crops and catastrop~ic factor assessment 
(e.g., lodging, drought, hail damage). 
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QUANTITATIVE PREDICTIONS OF PESTI DtSEASE 
STRES S I NFLUENCES ON YI ELD 
• USDA, STATE AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENTS 
e AGRIBUSINESS 
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS: • CORN '- SOUTHERN LEAF CORN BLIGHT 
• BRAZILIAN COFFEE 
REMOTE SENS I NG: TO MEASURE STRESS, ASSESS EFFECT OF REMEDIES 
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CROP STESS (BRAZILIAN COFFEE) 
e The problems are: 1) to predict the spread of pests, disease, or 
other stress factors so that remedial action can be instituted, or 
2) to estimate the impaceof stresses on yield in cases where no 
remedial action is possible or feasible. Both USDA and agribusiness 
interests are cortcerned with this'-- USDA because of the impact of 
stresses on yield predictions and the need to notify farmers of 
impending stresses (e.g., corn blight) and agribusiness because of 
the potential loss of profits. 
e. A number of empirical models exist for predicting stress (e.g., 
drought, where irrigation is a feasible remedy). USDA has sponsored 
work in house o~ the effects of stress on yield. Some work on this 
topic has also been dore at Agriculture Experiment Stations. The 
Brazilians have constructed a model for the impace of frost on coffee 
production. The effects of corn blight on corn yield were being 
empirically studied at LARS. 
e Remote sensing could have an impact on the assessment of degree of 
stress and on the previsual detection of stress. Also remote sensing 
could be used to assess the effects of remedial treatment. 
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WATERFOWL PRODUCTIVITY MODELS 
• Problem is to estimate the production of new migratory waterfowl, by 
species, for the U.S., Canada, and Alaska. An estimate of the ratio 
of new production to total population is desired. Both U.S. and 
Canadian Wildlife Services need this information to help set hunting 
limits each fall. and to insure that enough birds survive to breed the 
next year. 
• At present, some empirical models exist relating habitat quality to 
production of some species of ducks (e.g.·, Mallards). Current estimates 
of new production and total population are computed from stratified 
samples taken by serial observers. The current program and modeling 
research are funded by the Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife and 
the Canadian Wildlife Service 0 
• Remote sensing can impact the habitat assessment required as part of 
estimating new production. 
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A PHYSICAL/BIOLOGICAL MODEL OF A WATER BODY 
• The purpose of the model is to describe the transformations of a water 
body subject to complex mechanical and biological interactions. 
• A typical source of a model is the Institute for Environmental Studies -
University of Wisconsin - (Watt, K) 
• This type of model has been used to explain transformations of water 
bodies. 
• Potential contributions of remote sensing are inputs of various types of 
energy, inputs of nutrients and water inputs some of which can be 
obtained by remote sensing. 
• Model inputs are Radiation, Thermal and Mechanical Energy, organic 
material and nutrient inflow and water inflow. 
• Model outputs are energy outflow of water body (thermal, chemical, 
latent heat); change in nutrient and sediment levels in water body. 
These have potential impact on fish productivity, recreational and 
economic value of water body and surrounding land. 
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ESTUARINE FLOW DYNAMICS 
• Man-introduced substances and activities are threatening natural 
utility and productivity of coastlines. Better knowledge of near-
shore circulation patterns are needed to better manage the sea/land 
resources for the long term benefit of man. 
• Typical models used are the physical and digital hydrodynamic and 
thermal models of the Galveston-Trinity Bay System. 
• 
• 
• 
Specific objectives are to determine heating- effect of steam plant on 
small marine life and to corrolate spatial and temporal characteristics 
of estuarine effluents with other environment parameters. 
Model sensed inputs required are tidal phases in bays, meteorological 
parameters, river in-flow rates and temperatures, subsurface temper-
atures and salinities. 
Typical outputs are prediction of effects of man-induced activity such 
as thermo-electric plants on marine plant and animal life. 
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A USER MODEL FOR WATER MANAGEMENT IN THE COLUMBIA RIVER BASIN 
• The purpose of the Model is to specify sensing and system requirements 
needed to maximize benefits of hydropower output, recreational utilization 
and irrigation capability without incurring excessive flood risks. 
• The source of the Model is Planning Research Corporation, under NASA Contract (NAS w-18l6). Analysis of User Model has been made as part of Total River 
Basin Management Model. Model has not yet been used with remotely sensed 
data. 
• The Model potentially can make use of satellite-mounted multi-spectral 
sensors and synthetic aperture radar. 
• The Application of Model and to total management system projected to provide 
cost benefits to Pacific Northwest and the nation. 
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Runoff 
Mathematical 
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" MAJOR DIFFERENCES BElWEEN 
DOSAG-1 AND QUAL -1 MODELS 
TIIs lUi 
Parameters DOSAG-1 QUAL-1 
Water quality parameters DO, BOD(C), BOD(N) DO, BOD, Temperature, Conservative Minerals (3) 
Monthly flow and quality Headwater stretches only (Not available) 
Climatology (Not required) For temperature modeling 
Minimum DO targets Specified for enUre basin Specified for each reach 
Stream temperature Mean monthly value specified Not required (computed) 
Monthly stream temperature 12 (N Ol available) 
Monthly headwater flow and quality 12 (N at llvailable) 
Low now augmentation sources 1 for each upstream head- 6 per reach 
water 
Minimum DO targets 4 1 per reach 
Heady,ater stretches I 10 -
Headwater sources 
- 5 
JunCtiODB 20 5 
Slretches 10 (including headwaters) (Not Included) 
Reaches 50 25 
Elements/reach (Not available) 20 
Discharges and withdrawals Each uses 1 reach 25 
. 
Basin percent treatment 4 nOD(C); 4 BOD(N) 1 per waste load 
Wasle load percent treatment 1 per reach 1 per element 
Location Each uses 1 reach Element 
Parameters Flow. DO, BOD (C), BOD (N) % Treatment, flow, temp, DO. BOD. CM(3) 
J.linlmum DO targets Specified for whole basin Specified for each reach 
Allocation Requirement divided equally Requirement divided equally between those headwater~ 
between all headwaters specified as available for each reach 
I 
Locaticm quality Each uses 1 reach Distributed over any specified reach 
Flow, DO, BOD Flow, DO. BOD, Temp. CM(3) 
Technique Lagrangian Eulerian 
Space interval 1 reach length (variable) 
1 
Specify lengtb of computing element (mUes) 
Time Interval (Steady-state) Specify time Incremem (bours) 
Approximate time to solution 1 minute 10 minutes 
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., DIVISION PROJECTED BENEFI TS - IMPROVED WATER MANAGEMENT 
IN MILLI ONS OF DOLLARS ':: 
YEAR 
1980 
• BETTER UTILIZATION OF HYDRO-POWER 100 
• BEITER UTILIZATION OF WATER FOR 60 
I RRIGA TlON 
• REDUCED LOSSES FROM FLOODS 21 
• I NCREASED UTILI ZA TI ON FOR RECREATION 0.5 
AND NAVIGATION 
TOTAL BENEFI TS PROJECTED 181. 5 
'::COLUMBIA RIVER BASIN ONLY 
Ws lUi 
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a SPACE 
., DIVISION 
OUTPUTS: 
SOURCE: 
REMOlE SENS I NG: 
,,--, 
" 
LAND USE PLANN i NG 
LAND USE I TRANS PORTATI ON PLAN 
SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN REGIONAL 
PLANNING COMMISSION 
DA TA ON PRESENT LAND USE, INVENTORY, 
DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS, TRANSPORTATI ON 
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• 
• 
A DESIGN MODEL FOR PLANNING I,AND USE 
The purpose of model is to (1uH~~PI. a HYlf.lematic plan for land use 
and transportation system fc)'; <til iH'h;il.n area. 
Source of model is the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning 
Commission. Plan has been designed but has not yet made use of 
remote sensing. 
• Model depends on information on present land use and transportation 
facilities. These potentially can be obtaine'd by remote sensing. 
• The model inputs are land use and survey da,l;t\'t 'j'rmsportation data, 
land development costs and planning policies. 
• The model outputs are a designed pl~m f-y;.:' U'W of urban areas and a 
transportation plan and evaluation of ti'1'l.nq,vrtation plans by simulation. 
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_ SPACE V DIVISION 
OUTPUT: 
TYPICAL SOURCE: 
APPROACH: 
REMOTE SENS I NG: 
A IIWEIGHTED VALUE" MODEL 
A MAP SHOWI NG PREFERRED LAND USE 
NEW YORK DEPARTMENT OF PARKS I STATEN 
ISLAND 
Ws IUE 
"PARALLEL PROCESSING" WEIGHTING MATRIX 
(OVERLAYS) 
CAN PROVI DE DATA ON GEOLOGY, PHYS IOGRAPHY, 
HYDROLOGY, ETC. 
;........-
\>~ ...... - t ~ /7 
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"  
.A "WEIGHTED VALUE" USER MODEL FOR 
LAND USE PLANNING 
• The problem is to determine how land can be allocated to best meet 
complex requirements of an urban area. The model is needed to 
provide a rational approach for applying weighted values in planning 
land use. 
• The area i!:! gridded and values assigned to each grid element for 
land suitability parameters such as drainage, scenic value, proximity 
to transportation. Overlays are made to provide a weighting matrix 
depicting overall land suitability for a specific set of functions. 
• The model requires data on land characteristics (e. g., geology, 
physiography, hydrology, etc.) which potentially can be obtained by 
remote sensing. 
• The model has been used by the New York Park Commission on Staten 
Island. 
• Required inputs are distributed data on geology, land forms, vegetation, 
present land use, etc. 
• Outputs are composite region maps of recommended land use. 
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A "WE I GHTED VALUE" MODEL FOR 
LAND USE PLANN I NG 
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